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About This Game

The Lords of The Earth Flame is a novel game created in the best traditions of interactive fiction and text-based role-playing.
Non-linear structure, rich text core, and the “analog” feel of times past are certain to provide unforgettable gaming experience

for hours on end.

This attempt to revisit the unduly forgotten genre is a curious challenge and possibly the first step toward a full-scale rebirth of
non-linear text-based quests. In the developers' enthusiastic view, modern graphics technology and friendly interface may help

interactive fiction spring to a new life and find a well-deserved niche of its own on the modern gaming market.

Plot

The game's events take place in a fantasy universe closely resembling the Late Middle Ages. Take up the role of a guide to a
trade caravan that—by a twist of fate—finds itself in a mountain cave. Your efforts to get out lead you to mysterious ruins,

entering which may result in losing more than just your life…

Game features:

- atmospheric parchment-scroll interface;
- intricate non-linear plot;
- mood-setting soundtrack;

- replay value;
- more than 5 different endings.
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I bought Card Creator about six months ago in June, and if there's one thing I could praise it for, it would be its simplicity. Card
Creator did, in fact, make designing cards for my games relatively quick and painless! I did feel a little...limited, however, and
that would be its downside. However, Pixelatto has been working hard to improve the versatility of Card Creator; and, in recent
weeks, it has shown. When they made the initial addition of the blueprints system, I was discouraged because it looked really
complicated and, above all else, they only allowed textboxes to be one line of text (unless I'm mistaken?). Every card I could
think of for my games required at least more than one line of text, if not separate lines of text. But I came back just today, and I
guess I was imagining things, because it's so much better now!

Card Creator feels a lot more dynamic and versatile. I still honestly feel that it's a bit over-priced, but that could just be me and
my sad, nonexistent income talking. Anyway, I wanted to say that, for what it's supposed to do, Card Creator does its job and
does it WELL. I'm a tabletop game designer myself, and I need cards made quickly and cheaply, but nicely. I could use index
cards and a pen, but I think Card Creator is the better, more professional route. Might not be as fast as writing five words on a
tiny slip of paper, but the difference in quality speaks for itself! I wouldn't say that it's absolutely perfect, but I'm definitely
giving it a "thumbs-up" recommendation because, how could I not? Like I said, it does its job and does it well. It's also much,
much better than index cards!

If nothing else, Card Creator is perfect for compatibility with another tabletop program, Tabletop Simulator, which I also have
and enjoy very much. If you're an upstart game designer and you don't have the money (or maybe skills) for something like
Photoshop, Card Creator is definitely for you! It certainly was a good choice for me!. ogg사운드파일이 add하면 멈춘다. 컴퓨터 2개 로
실험해봤는데 컴터 문제가 아니고 프로그램문제인듯 프로그램이 멈춤. A cute, short romance. The plot is a little overly convoluted at times, but for a
price of "free", it's hard to complain.. its not bad, just a little difficult

Edit: wait it's the same breach save file as Mankind Divided?????. this game is good. A poorly designed game.

I only got though the tutorial and the first two missions before giving up on it.

It seems like they put more effort into glowy effects than anything else.
This means that the game is also likely to lag if your armies get big.

The path-finding is bad and units are completely stupid so one has to tell them all precisely what to do. Unit selection can be
tedious. The interface is generally inefficient and unpolished. Some units cannot shoot air units at all, which is just annoying
really. There is only one resource in the game. The tech tree is extremely simplistic and pointless. Environment designs contain
repetitive terrain and non-obvious impassible objects. The darkness element adds nothing to gameplay, it is just regular rts fog
of war. The story element is simply crap.

It seems this game has nothing to offer that others do not do much better.. Well... another game from the developer of Just
1337x.
By now... I already get used to their games and this game isn't that bad.
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It's decent, playable and enjoyable... and wort the time too.
Cool thing about this game is you can add your own songs...
So all and all... it's a nice game... not bad.
Give it a try =). Probably the zaniest rhythm game you'll come across for a while.

Check out my video at 03:11 for an overview of Double Kick Heroes.

https://youtu.be/x53tS4YLXiM?t=279
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I haven't put a lot of playtime into it yet, but I've enjoyed figuring out how to improve my rating as I play. I hope to unlock more
of the storyline as I keep playing.. I really liked this visual novel. Story and music are good, art is beautiful, and characters are
very different from each other. I just regret that there is bad endings. They aren't necessary.. Full Disclosure: I was given a copy
to review this game.

I haven\u2019t had much time to play the game myself but from trying it out and having seen my friends play it, it has been a
roller coaster ride of emotions. Fortunately all that goes through to the audience even if they\u2019re not playing and everything
from the music to the artstyle really shine through. Gameplay can feel a little finicky sometimes and the one touch death
mechanic can frustrate new players but the need to finish the story, although very short, is a very big motivator. At its price
it\u2019s a short experience but full of impact and I felt like it was worth it.. Sayori and the entire crew of Nekoworks
definitely delivered! It's really funny that out of all the kickstarters that I've backed, an anime about catgirls is the one that was
able tomeet 100% of my expectations.

This OVA is just a delight to watch. Cute Cat Girls doing Cute Cat Girl things at its pure form. Young Choco, Vani, Coco were
adorable and so were Azuki, Maple, and Cinammon <3. Great game. I just wish it covered more of the war like the Pacific,
North Africa
. These 8-bit styled video games are awseome. The Escapists was a good game and this is too.. it's free and nice. Game breaking
bugs. If you skip conversations you get stuck and have to restart completely or from a save game.
- Rather dull and unfunny conversations..
- Choices do not matter at all
- Can't skip cutscenes. The pre-alpha was the golden age for this game now it sucks.. My review on the first Mass Effect game
racked up a bit of a following, so I though I might try a review on the second one. And while I'm at it, I will give out my opinion
on the third one, too, as it isn't avaliable on Steam and I can't write a proper review on it anywhere else than here. Well, here it
goes.

Here's a bit of backstory; When I first heard about Mass Effect, it was just after the third game came out, and everyone was
pretty irritated about the ending. I thought, "Hey, this game looks pretty cool, despite what seems to be a pretty ♥♥♥♥♥♥
ending." And thats all I did. I thought. It wasn't till late 2016 that I got a beefy PC, and thought now was a good time to play all
the games that I wished I could play earlier but couldn't get the chance to. I bought a few games here and there, but then thought
about that game that had an amazing cult following and sexy alien lovemaking. So, I got on here and bought the first two games.

All I want to do now, is to spread the love of this game to newcomers, to get people involved with the series. One of the biggest
mistakes you could ever make in your career of casual game-playing. would be to skip this series, and not enjoy its marvelous
story, characters, and atmosphere. The second one, for me, was amazing. The humor continued excellently, the characters grew
in the best way possible, and the story branched out, making it an even better Space Opera. The edition of Squad loyalty
missions was a huge improvement, making your journey with your characters sincere and meaningful. Characters from the first
game made a comeback too, but some came back changed and different. And if you were sensible and played the first one first,
and brought over your save so you could continue your journey to its fullest extent, then you have, quite possibly, the best Space-
Action, Story-Driven, Romance-Fueled, Humor-Filled tale around.

As for Mass Effect 3, its biggest flaw, for me, was not playing it on Steam. I had to go and download Origin, had to once again
come up with a password that I will likely forget in a few months, and buy the game on a platform that I don't know how to use.
But it was all worth it. Mass Effect 3 is, in my opinion, really special. It was the end of the trilogy, and the Reapers (You will all
be saying that word in Javik's accent soon enough, don't worry) have finally arrived, and Shepard's story comes to a close. Mass
Effect 3's story was exciting, it had all the loveable crew back, and ended the series, in my opinion, perfectly. I won't spoil it for
all of you that haven't played it yet, but the ending, depending on your actions, can be either bittersweet, or out-right terrible for
everyone in the galaxy. But at the end of the day, the ending is tailored to you, and the choices you picked for Shepard. Due to
the ending, the music, the conversations, the story, the romance, and DLC (Even though all the DLC costs more that the game
itself, and unrightfully so), made this game my favorite in the series.

Please, all of you that have not played Mass Effect, please go play it. It went from being a series that I had heard about, but
never really took the time to play, to being my favorite series ever. And to all the people that have played them all, go back and
play 'em again. It's worth it. Andromeda is around the corner, and it couldn't hurt to go back and refresh your memory. I'll
hopefully see you all in Andromeda!
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Overall Rating: The whole series deserves a 10. Wouldn't want to miss this experience for anything.
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